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General Comment
I oppose the building of ANY nuclear power plant in Georgia and especially near where I live--or where ANYONE
lives. A nuclear power plant is a weapon of mass destruction in that all a terrorist has to do is bomb it and it
could release more radiation than any dirty uranium bomb and kill untold numbers of people. I have served my
community for 8 years in the public schools and all my life as a therapist with a Ph.D. and am well-educated
about the dangers of nuclear energy and its clear link to nuclear weapons. This reactor in particular is even less
safe than others. If this reactor is built I will move my family out of the state to an area that is nuclear energy
free. I think it's criminal that we are building nuclear reactors instead of investing in safe solar and wind
energy--especially in this state when we have so much sunshine. You could harness the public school science
and work-study programs to help build lower cost solar panels and save millions of dollars in electricity just by
training people in energy-saving changes for their homes and subsidizing solar. Build youth centers and teach
them solar technology! The fact is--that you cannot prevent small radiation leaks from this or any nuclear
plant--and radiation is there FOREVER. The spent fuel rods are a nightmare to deal with and end up dumped on
Native American lands like Yucca Mountain and other areas where they cause cancer in entire communities. Is
greed really worth that much to you? I don't believe for one instant that nuclear power is the best or only
option we have to meet our energy needs. I expect better integrity and better leadership from our leaders than
this. This is not a "FAMILY VALUE" so if you can't walk the walk, don't sling the bull. Either you care about our
families NOW and for future generations or you don't deserve to be in office. How DARE you jeopardize our
future and waste our time with this project when there are so many important things to be done?
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Van,

Attached for docketing is a comment letter from Susan Perz on the above noted proposed rule (76 FR 10269)
that I received via the regulations.gov website on 3/11/11.

Carol
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